The online world of Mercedes-Benz is one of many ways you can enjoy being part of the family. You can keep up to date with news and events, or take in an entertaining film. You can get more from your vehicle with helpful tutorial videos and downloadable manuals. And you can check out photos from other Mercedes-Benz owners and fans, and — perhaps best of all — share yours as well.
Standard and available equipment vary by model. Please see back of brochure.
The true measure of a 7-passenger SUV isn’t by length or width. When it comes to keeping your family secure, treating you well, and being ready for any adventure—not to mention misadventure—the new GLS excels in the dimensions that matter most: the strength and depth of its character.

To anyone who’s ever asserted “Nothing’s too good for my family,” you’d probably feel like Gottlieb Daimler and Karl Benz knew just what you meant. Daimler’s own personal motto—“The best or nothing”—has inspired Mercedes-Benz for 130 years. And while Benz patented the first car, his wife Bertha took it and their two sons on the first road trip, just two years later. When Daimler developed the first all-wheel-drive vehicle in 1907, his son Paul served as its lead engineer. Family values have always run high in the Mercedes-Benz family.

When it came time to develop a spacious and capable 7-passenger SUV for your family, the deeply held values of Mercedes-Benz played every major role: The decades of industry-leading safety systems. Generations of fine craftsmanship. The legacy of setting new performance records, from the racetrack to far from the beaten track. And the luxury that doesn’t just indulge human desire, it understands human nature. So while most large luxury SUVs can only claim pickup trucks as their gene pool, the GLS comes from a line of overachievers—including the flagship sedan that lends it the “S” in its name.

If you have yet to drive the GLS, or ride in all three of its seating rows, you’re in for a surprise. Its AIRMATIC® air suspension mates the precise handling of a Mercedes-Benz to a supple ride, even in the third row, over rough terrain, or when laden with cargo. Its safety innovations help prepare for accidents before they happen, and help you avoid them in the first place. Its cabin teems with elegant wood, user-friendly technology, and thoughtful luxury. When you compare 7-passenger luxury SUVs—from how they look, to how they look after you—every dimension of the GLS will show you: Family matters.
**TECHNOLOGY**
User-friendly innovations to keep you connected, engaged and refreshed. Intuitive controls to keep your world within reach.

**SAFETY**
Groundbreaking safety systems that look ahead, and all around. Active and autonomous systems to help you avoid accidents.

**PERFORMANCE**
Abundant torque with athletic reflexes. Air ride for 3-row comfort. Multiple drive modes, from Comfort to Sport to Slippery.

**DESIGN**
Bold new style with brilliant details. A spacious shape that slices the air. And an authoritative stance to match its confident moves.

**LUXURY**
First-class seating and space for seven. Easy access to every row. Luxuries to make each of them a special place.

---

**KEY FEATURES**
- COMAND® with 8" color screen and touchpad*
- Mercedes me with smartphone app, Remote Start, and in-car Internet1
- MAGIC VISION CONTROL® heated wiper/washers*
- ACTIVE CURVE SYSTEM®
- Radar-based Active Brake Assist collision mitigation
- ATTENTION ASSIST®
- PRE-SAFE®
- Intelligent Drive suite of active safety systems*
- Rearview or 360° camera system*
- V6 turbo diesel, gasoline V6 and V8 biturbo, or AMG V8 biturbo engines
- DYNAMIC SELECT drive modes
- Efficient 4MATIC® all-wheel drive
- Self-leveling, height-adjustable AIRMATIC® air suspension
- Standard 19" or 21" wheels2
- Active LED headlamps*
- LED taillamps
- Night Package*
- LED-illuminated running boards*
- Power tilt/sliding Panorama roof*
- Heated, ventilated* and massaging* front seats
- Split-fold/reclining second row, 3rd-row EASY-ENTRY
- 3rd-row power-fold Multicolor LED ambient lighting*
- Two choices in surround sound*
Despite its cavernous cabin, Mercedes-Benz engineers would never be satisfied with an SUV that maneuvers like a moving van. They gave the GLS exuberant engines, nimble all-wheel drive, and 4-wheel independent air suspension—so it drives like a true Mercedes-Benz, not like a truck.

PERFECT FOR MOVING OUT

With ample space and abundant luxury, the GLS surely lets you live large. But it doesn't make you drive large. From its tight turning circle to its suite of systems to enhance its agility, ability and stability, driving a GLS feels like driving a Mercedes-Benz. Because you are—from 4-wheel independent suspension, to the quick reflexes of its steering, to the immediate response of its acceleration and braking. Where other large SUVs lumber, it feels limber—whether you've got the youth soccer team on board, or a boat and trailer out back. 3

Beneath the sculpted "twin power dome" hood of a GLS is any of four turbocharged powerplants. There's a clean diesel V6 that combines 457 ft-lb of torque with over 600 miles of highway driving range on a tank of fuel. 4

Three gasoline engines—a V6, a V8, and a handcrafted AMG V8—combine biturbo power with advanced rapid-multispark ignition that can fine-tune itself during each combustion cycle. On every GLS, high-pressure Direct Injection squeezes the most power out of every drop of fuel, with fewer emissions left over. Every GLS also delivers 100% of its peak torque at 2,000 rpm or less, for strong pull whether you're merging from an onramp, moving out from a stoplight, or conquering a mountain.

A new 9-speed automatic transmission and 4matic® all-wheel drive team up to make the most of all this torque. A wider range of gears, all more closely spaced, adds up to smoother shifts, stronger acceleration, and greater efficiency. 4matic® precisely distributes torque to the wheels that can use it best based on their available traction at any instant. So if one, two or even three tires slip, power is sent where torque can become traction.6

AIRMATIC® suspends the GLS on a literal cushion of air, balancing comfort and handling automatically as roads and loads vary. It learns at higher speeds to enhance stability and save fuel. Or you can raise it to negotiate deep ruts or steep driveways. Crosswind Assist teams with AIRMATIC to seamlessly compensate for side gusts and passing trucks. And for more extreme driving, the available ACTIVE CURVE SYSTEM* features variable stabilizers, while an Off-Road Package™ adds hardware and software expressly engineered for rugged terrain.

"Optional or not available on some models. Please see back of brochure."
From the chair-height third row, to the reclining second row, to the heated, power driver seat with memory, it’s clear that the entire GLS cabin is an upgrade from ordinary SUVs. Its comforts are innovative, and its craftsmanship is exquisite. The driver-seat memory stores your settings for the 4-way power steering column and side mirrors. There are no fewer than five choices in hand-finished wood trim. LED ambient lighting is available in three colors you can change anytime. The rear cabin can enjoy heated 2nd-row seats or a third zone of climate control.* And the front seats can help keep you cool in summer, or offer a rejuvenating massage anytime.*

The vivid 8" color screen is easy on the eyes in many ways. It’s set high in the central dash, closer to your line of sight—a feat made possible by not burying it under an ungainly padded visor. And unlike touch screen systems, its rotary or touchpad* controller is on the console—where your hand falls naturally. Using clear illustrated and animated menus, the COMAND® system puts entertainment, navigation, and convenience settings within easy reach. The touchpad works a lot like your smartphone, so you can pinch to zoom its 3D maps, swipe through menus, and even write an address with your finger. Without leaving fingerprints on the screen.

An advanced network of multirange radar, stereo cameras and other sensors, Mercedes-Benz Intelligent Drive includes industry-leading standard and available assist systems that can help make driving safer, less stressful or simply more enjoyable.

Standard Active Brake Assist uses radar to help detect if you’re approaching a vehicle ahead too quickly. It can alert you to brake, or even initiate braking autonomously. ATTENTION ASSIST® helps detect a driver getting drowsy on longer trips. Trailer Stability Assist helps subdue trailer sway while towing. All of these systems are standard equipment.

PREMIUM PERKS

FIRST-CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS

TOUCHPAD CONTROLS

VIRTUAL VIEWS

FIRST-IN-CLASS INNOVATIONS

INTELLIGENT DRIVE

ADVANCED ASSISTS

The dynamic LED headlamps* generate whiter, brighter light that’s more like natural daylight. They also adjust their beams to your driving situation and to traffic ahead, to shine more light where you need it, without causing glare for other drivers. By day, distinctive LED Daytime Running Lamps help get you noticed—both by oncoming drivers and admiring pedestrians. And to better express the dark side of the V8 models, a new Night Package renders a number of the styling elements on the front, sides, rear and roof in dramatic gloss black. All to help you see, be seen, and be part of the scene.

Can the GLS turn night into day and vice-versa? Almost. Its dynamic LED headlights* generate whiter, brighter light that’s more like natural daylight. They also adjust their beams to your driving situation and to traffic ahead, to shine more light where you need it, without causing glare for other drivers. By day, distinctive LED Daytime Running Lamps help get you noticed—both by oncoming drivers and admiring pedestrians. And to better express the dark side of the V8 models, a new Night Package renders a number of the styling elements on the front, sides, rear and roof in dramatic gloss black. All to help you see, be seen, and be part of the scene.

*Optional or not available on some models. Please see back of brochure.
WHERE IT’S FROM
Affalterbach, Germany, is an orchard town where trophies are harvested. It’s the heart of AMG, where for nearly 50 years, championship successes have been created by a town of people who are not just racers. They’re dreamers. Visionaries. And perfectionists. They develop technologies that heighten power, like patented NANOSLIDE® cylinder walls that slash friction and noise. They shatter limitations. Rear-biased AMG Performance 4MATIC® clings to pavement yet delivers nimble balance. And they turn victory on the track—breaking Formula 1® records and by far the most winning name in the DTM (German Touring Car Championship)—into vehicles that conquer the streets of the world, and the hearts of its most passionate drivers.

IS WHAT IT CAN DO
The idea behind the AMG GLS 63 is not to make a racecar out of an SUV. Though it’s tempting to call it a 7-seat sports car, the result is an SUV of superlatives, from massive thrust to meticulous luxury. Its handcrafted 577-hp AMG V8 bi-turbo engine and AMG SPEEDSHIFT® PLUS 7G-TRONIC transmission can catapult you to 60 mph in 4.5 seconds, while it cossets you in supple AMG Exclusive Nappa leather. Filling its fended flanks are AMG® wheels in a 21" cross-spoke design or 22" mulispoke option, both also offered in dramatic matte black. A new Night Package renders various styling elements in gloss black. And the teamwork of its AMG Sport Suspension based on AIRMATIC®, Adaptive Damping System Plus, and ACTIVE CURVE SYSTEM carries out the visual promise of those supersized wheels. As you’d expect, the AMG GLS 63 might be the most confident, luxurious and yes, sporty 7-seater on the road today.
THE ONLY OPTION
IT DOESN'T OFFER
IS FOR YOU TO
SAY “IF ONLY”
LUXURIOUS ON A GRAND SCALE

There’s a certain magic to driving a Mercedes-Benz. Call it pride, joy or satisfaction, it’s only natural to sneek an extra glance at the iconic Star in its grille. To further this emotion, the side mirror housings integrate logo projectors. Whenever the vehicle’s illuminated entry system is activated, the blue and white Star and Laurel shines on the pavement to welcome you and guide your step.

The glow of illuminated front door sills* welcomes you as you open the door. Once in the cabin, ambient lighting* can cast a glow in three hues: warm Solar, cool Polar or calm Neutral.

There’s a certain magic to driving a Mercedes-Benz. Call it pride, joy or satisfaction, it’s only natural to sneek an extra glance at the iconic Star in its grille. To further this emotion, the side mirror housings integrate logo projectors. Whenever the vehicle’s illuminated entry system is activated, the blue and white Star and Laurel shines on the pavement to welcome you and guide your step.

The glow of illuminated front door sills* welcomes you as you open the door. Once in the cabin, ambient lighting* can cast a glow in three hues: warm Solar, cool Polar or calm Neutral.

With room for seven, you’re bound to have a wide spectrum of musical tastes on board. So the GLS can stream audio from your Bluetooth® phone, or via apps like iHeartRadio®. You can explore local HD Radio® or nationwide SiriusXM Radio® with a 6-month trial. One surround sound system includes two illuminated Audio Lens tweeters. Passengers in the second row can enjoy movies, gaming or both at once with a dual-screen, multi-input Rear Seat Entertainment system.*

The 8” COMAND® screen unifies the many entertainment and navigation* features and options of the GLS, but it does a lot more, too. COMAND lets you personalize vehicle features from seating options to lighting settings. It can also display a variety of helpful information, from 3D navigation maps with building profiles, to live traffic cams and other online apps from Mercedes me.1 With the Off-Road Package, it can show you the vehicle’s steering angle, lateral tilt and chassis settings—all useful if you take your GLS into rugged terrain.7 It can even become an entirely different interface for music, messaging and more with Apple CarPlay™ or Android Auto.18

Does it seem that most three-row SUVs make it hard to get to a place you’d rather not go anyway? Enter the GLS. Literally. Its standard EASY-ENTRY feature moves either side of the 2nd-row seat forward with the touch of one handle, so you can enter the third row gracefully from either side door. And once you do, you’ll find another surprise: comfort. Unlike pickup-truck-based competitors, the 4-wheel independent AIRMATIC® suspension in the GLS eliminates the solid rear axle, allowing for chair-height seating with generous legroom and a smoother ride. A power EASY-ENTRY feature* makes it even more convenient to enter and exit the roomy third row.

The 8” COMAND® screen unifies the many entertainment and navigation* features and options of the GLS, but it does a lot more, too. COMAND lets you personalize vehicle features from seating options to lighting settings. It can also display a variety of helpful information, from 3D navigation maps with building profiles, to live traffic cams and other online apps from Mercedes me.1 With the Off-Road Package, it can show you the vehicle’s steering angle, lateral tilt and chassis settings—all useful if you take your GLS into rugged terrain.7 It can even become an entirely different interface for music, messaging and more with Apple CarPlay™ or Android Auto.18

The GLS blends strength with civility in a way that makes it both a part of the Mercedes-Benz SUV lineup and a luxury flagship alongside the S-Class Sedan. Within its highly rigid unibody you’ll be coddled in finely crafted refinement. Its fastidiously stitched upholstery is precisely fitted by hand to each of its seven ergonomically contoured seats. An enticing palette of colors and styles lets you tailor your GLS to your own needs and wishes. Depending on model, your choices range from the year-round comfort, easy care and legendary durability of MB-Tex, to extra-supple, hand-selected ANGEL OF NAPPA leather with diamond-stitched seat and door inserts.

In true Mercedes-Benz fashion, the GLS wraps its industry-leading innovation in a tradition of craftsmanship that runs generations deep—a delectable mix of art and state-of-the-art. Silver-ringed gauges and metallic cabin details elegantly coexist with vivid color displays. The multifunction steering wheel is hand-stitched in Nappa leather, while putting the features you use most as close as your thumbs. It’s also available with hand-finished wood to match the dash and doors. No fewer than five wood cabin trim options include low-sheen Natural Grain Brown Ash, high-gloss Anthracite Poplar and deep Black Piano Lacquer.
From mountain roads to mountains of luggage, the GLS is engineered to take it all in stride. Its versatile seating goes from 7 adults to 93.8 cubic feet in seconds. And with DYNAMIC SELECT, you can reconfigure the performance of the GLS to fit your surroundings—or your state of mind.

**Modes and Loads of Fun**

You'd expect a large SUV to have seats that fold down to make a lot of cargo room, but the GLS gives that premise a twist—quite literally. Just the turn of a multi-position knob on the console lets you set up your GLS to fit almost any situation of driving, hauling, carrying, climbing, or even just cruising along at a leisurely pace.

The system is called DYNAMIC SELECT, and each of its modes fine-tunes the powertrain and choices to suit your driving conditions. Five core programs—Comfort, Sport, Slippery and Off-Road, plus an Individual mode that you can customize for yourself—adapts the throttle response, shifting behavior, steering feel, AIRMATIC® air suspension and more. Models with the Off-Road Package also add a more intense Off-Road+ program, while the AMG GLS 63 adds a Sport+ mode as well.

The versatile GLS cabin offers an even greater number of configurations to fit your needs, and your stuff. The 3rd-row seats power-fold in a 50/50 split. The second row folds in a 60/40 split, to create a fully flat and richly carpeted load floor that’s more than 6.5 feet long. 
**GLS 350d**
255-hp 3.0L V6 turbo diesel engine
457 lb-ft of torque
9G-TRONIC 9-speed automatic transmission
4MATIC all-wheel drive
19" 5-spoke wheels
0–60 mph in 7.7 seconds

**GLS 450**
362-hp 3.0L V6 biturbo engine
369 lb-ft of torque
9G-TRONIC 9-speed automatic transmission
4MATIC all-wheel drive
19" 5-spoke wheels
0–60 mph in 6.5 seconds

**GLS 550**
449-hp 4.7L V8 biturbo engine
516 lb-ft of torque
9G-TRONIC 9-speed automatic transmission
4MATIC all-wheel drive
21" AMG® twin 5-spoke wheels
0–60 mph in 5.2 seconds

**AMG GLS 63**
Handcrafted 577-hp AMG 5.5L V8 biturbo engine
561 lb-ft of torque
AMG SPEEDSHIFT® PLUS 7G-TRONIC transmission
AMG Performance 4MATIC all-wheel drive
21" AMG cross-spoke wheels
0–60 mph in 4.5 seconds
### Performance and Efficiency

**Specifications**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GLS 350d</th>
<th>GLS 450</th>
<th>GLS 550</th>
<th>AMG GLS 63</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engine Type</td>
<td>4.0L V8 turbo diesel</td>
<td>4.0L V8 turbo diesel</td>
<td>4.0L V8 turbo diesel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>385 hp @ 4,500 rpm</td>
<td>455 hp @ 4,500 rpm</td>
<td>525 hp @ 4,500 rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission</td>
<td>7-speed Mercedes-AMG® 7-SPD TRONIC®</td>
<td>7-speed Mercedes-AMG® 7-SPD TRONIC®</td>
<td>7-speed Mercedes-AMG® 7-SPD TRONIC®</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Key Standard Features

- AMG Performance Exterior: all-wheel drive
- AMG Performance Interior: all-wheel drive
- Eco Start/Stop System
- AMG Dynamic Select

### Safety and Security

- Active Brake Assist
- ATTENTION ASSIST®
- Electronic Stability Program (ESP®)
- PRE-SAFE®

### Comfort and Convenience

- Power driver seat w/3-position memory
- Power front passenger seat w/3-position memory
- Heated front seats
- Dual-zone automatic climate control
- Power sunroof and glass roof
- Panoramic sunroof
- Memory seats (driver and front passenger)
- Heated power side mirrors w/power fold-
in
- Anti-lock braking system
- Anti-slip stability control

### Entertainment and Navigation

- Audio system: 5.8-inch, 360-watt 6-speaker system with 2 USB ports
- Bluetooth® hands-free system
- Smart keyless entry with push-button start
- Hand-Free Bluetooth® interface
- Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™
- Mercedes-Benz User Experience

### Dimensions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GLS 350d</th>
<th>GLS 450</th>
<th>GLS 550</th>
<th>AMG GLS 63</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wheelbase</td>
<td>121.1&quot;</td>
<td>121.1&quot;</td>
<td>121.1&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall length</td>
<td>207.1&quot;</td>
<td>207.1&quot;</td>
<td>207.1&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall width</td>
<td>74.2&quot;</td>
<td>74.2&quot;</td>
<td>74.2&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall height</td>
<td>69.0&quot;</td>
<td>69.0&quot;</td>
<td>69.0&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curb weight</td>
<td>5,467 lbs</td>
<td>5,467 lbs</td>
<td>5,467 lbs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Option Packages

- Premium Package
- Lighting Package
- Driver Assistance Package
- ACTIVE CURVE SYSTEM Package
- Off-Road Package

### Individual Options

- Premium Sound System
- Handling Package
- Night Vision System
- Multicolored Ambient Lighting
- Power Smoked Intake Valves
- Amg® Performance Exhaust System

### Key Specifications

- Compliance: United States of America
- Risk: Class 3
- Weight: 5,467 lbs
- Engine: 4.0L V8 turbo diesel
- Transmission: 7-speed Mercedes-AMG® 7-SPD TRONIC®
- EPA Fuel Economy: 23 city / 18 highway
- EPA CO2: 559 g/mi
- EPA Air Pollution: 11 / 8
- EPA NOx: 0.005 / 0.005
- EPA Hazard: 0 / 0
- EPA Noise: 50 / 50
- EPA Emissions: 50 / 50
- EPA Health: 50 / 50
- EPA Climate: 50 / 50

### Key Features

- Standard: AMG Performance Exterior: all-wheel drive
- Optional: AMG Performance Interior: all-wheel drive
- No change option: Eco Start/Stop System
- Not available: (NA)
Mercedes me makes it easy to stay connected to your car, and your life. It can make any trip easier, more enjoyable, or more entertaining. And it'll bring you a world of rewards for being part of the family.

INSPIRING THE JOURNEY

Be part of something special. When you drive a Mercedes-Benz, you’re part of the family. Mercedes me lets you follow along on featured road trips, learn about special events, and find out how you can join in on them.

Get the Star treatment.
Get exclusive perks at world-class resorts when you stay at a partner hotel of Mercedes me. Visit MBUSA.com/mercedesme to find out more.

Beyond its advanced, user-friendly technology, Mercedes me is a team of helpful people who genuinely care. Expert concierges are always on call to help you—from responsible to travel plans to assistance with virtually any request. And you can reach them anytime from wherever you use your smartphone.

SMOOTHING THE WAY

Ownership, simplified.
From managing your Mercedes-Benz Financial Services account to recharging out to your dealer, Mercedes me makes it easy. Even if you have more than one Mercedes-Benz, you can access them all from the same app.

Technology, demystified.
Get the most from the innovative features in your vehicle with helpful how-to videos and downloadable manuals—from your computer or the mobile app. You can even reach out to your dealer’s expert Product Concierge.

Services, on your time.
Is it time for service or maintenance? You can make an appointment right from the Mercedes me app. Flat tire, dead battery, or out of fuel? You can summon Mercedes-Benz Roadside Assistance to your side—24/7, with a few taps.

TOGETHER WHEREVER: mbrace

It’s perfectly natural to develop an emotional attachment to your Mercedes-Benz. With mbrace, enjoying a technological connection is just as easy.

Mercedes-Benz mbrace® puts the power of Mercedes me to work for you—from apps to inflows when you’re in your car, and remote vehicle features when you’re not. Your mbrace package lets you tailor its many benefits to fit your life.

5 years of mbrace included!
Every new Mercedes-Benz comes with five years of mbrace Connect at no additional charge. It’s the core mbrace package—but it’s far from basic, with remote features and in-car Internet.

mbrace me app includes:
- Remote Start
- Remote Door Lock/Unlock
- Remote Unlock Light
- Sende(mm)nt
- Vehicle Finder
- Cache Memory
- and more

mbrace Secure—6 month trial included
Peace of mind comes from automatic 911 calling after an accident, vehicle tracking, and other security benefits.

Features include:
- Automatic Accident Notification
- Automatic Collision Notification
- SSD Emergency Call
- Stolen Vehicle Location Assistance
- Agent-assisted Mercedes-Benz Lock/Unlock
- Agent-assisted Vehicle Information
- and more

mbrace Assist—6 month trial included
Live assistance from trained professionals, from tickets to a show to travel planning. An expert can even help you find a safe place. Maps do not cover all areas or all routes within an area.

Features include:
- Master Navigator
- mbrace Navigate
- Point of Interest Destination Download
- Turn-by-Turn Directions
- Location-based Traffic and Weather

mbrace Favourites—6 month trial included
Stream radio and in-car WiFi for you and your passengers.

Features include:
- Innamespace®
- Tuner Radio
- In-vehicle WiFi

Every new Mercedes-Benz comes with five years of mbrace Connect included.1
Learn more about how Mercedes-Benz USA believes in giving back at MBUSA.com/community.
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